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Product Overview
LinkMaster provides a means of linking data between OPC servers, thus serving as a universal bridge for
OPC systems. LinkMaster acts as both an OPC server and DDE server, allowing it to bridge legacy DDE
systems and new OPC-enabled applications.

PROGRAMMING KNOWLEDGE OPTIONAL
LinkMaster is a fast and robust Windows application that requires no programming knowledge. Simply
"Drag and Drop" to create your links. Built-in scaling, user-access manager, error tracking, and write
optimization capabilities provide total control of your data flow and application access.

CONTROL DATA TRANSFERS WITH LINK GROUPS
Link Groups are used to form collections of OPC items that will be moved between OPC servers at a
specified rate. Using multiple Link Groups, LinkMaster allows you to control how fast data is transferred
from one OPC server to another. By using Link Groups with different update rates, you can tailor your
data transfers to fit the needs of the application. While one item may need to be sent at high speed, other
items in the application may need slower update rates. Link Groups gives you that control. The benefit is
reduced network traffic and increased reliability.

Product Features
LinkMaster provides fully-featured data bridging, drag and drop link creation, error logging, support for
creating Custom Remote Machine references, and more.

Built-In Redundancy
This feature allows a pair of LinkMaster machines to operate in redundant pairs where one
LinkMaster machine operates as the "Primary" node and the other as the "Secondary" node.
When the "Primary" node fails, the "Secondary" node promotes itself and takes over the role of
the primary. When the "Primary" node comes back up again, the "Secondary" node demotes itself
and the "Primary" node performs the data transfer once again.

Supports COM and DCOM
Based on Microsoft's COM technology, OPC servers can share data with remote client
applications using DCOM (Distributed COM). DCOM allows you to use a single OPC server to
provide data to client applications running both locally and on remote machines. DDE is not
without its own means of allowing remote access. All of the DDE formats supported by
LinkMaster can also be accessed remotely using what is known as NETDDE. NETDDE allows a
remote DDE client application to use the machine name of a remote DDE server when specifying
a DDE link. LinkMaster has been designed to allow both of these methods of remote server
access. In terms of OPC connections, LinkMaster will properly configure your DCOM settings to
allow remote OPC clients to access and browse LinkMaster. For DDE clients, LinkMaster will
automatically start NETDDE services and register all of the required DDE shares, allowing
remote DDE clients access to device data. Establishing DDE share names can be a time
consuming process for the application, therefore, by default, NETDDE services are not enabled in
LinkMaster.

Runs as a Windows Service
LinkMaster supports running as a Windows service. Service operation is completely user
configurable from the Tools|Options menu, and can be changed at any time allowing you to move

from normal, stand alone program operation, to NT service mode. Running as a NT service is
crucial for many applications where LinkMaster is providing data to OPC clients via DCOM. For
these applications, loss of a DCOM connection can not be tolerated. Normally, an OPC server
that only supports stand alone program operation is forced to shut down when the host machine
experiences a user log in or log out. While running as a service, LinkMaster can continue to
supply OPC data across user log in sessions and can be configured to interact with the desktop,
allowing you to make changes to your LinkMaster project. It can also be configured to have a
non-visible presence while running.

Data Scaling
LinkMaster supports direct scaling of link item data. Scaling allows raw data to be converted to
engineering units for OPC client applications. LinkMaster provides a number of unique scaling
features, such as Linear and Square Root formula scaling. You can also specify the range of the
raw data input and the engineering range of the scaled value. In some cases, the raw data input
received may exceed the range set for the raw data. If this occurs, the engineering value can be
forced outside of the range you desire. To prevent this, LinkMaster allows you to clamp the
scaled value to the engineering ranges. In most cases, it is always assumed that a scaled value
results in a floating point number. LinkMaster doesn't make this assumption and allows you to
select the scaled engineering value to be any valid OPC data type. This means you can scale a
16-bit integer value to a 32-bit integer value.

Link Item Management
LinkMaster's link management system allows you to create a Link database structure that fits the
nature of your application. Multiple Link groups can be added and defined to segregate your Link
items into meaningful groups. Drag and drop editing makes adding a large number of tags easy.
Unique Link Management features allow new links to be created on the fly using convenient
"Drag and Drop" and "Tag Browsing" methods.

User Management
In certain situations, managing what your users can and cannot do in your OPC application can
be a necessity. LinkMaster includes a built in User Manager that allows complete control over
what types of functionality each individual user can access. The default administrator account
allows you to add multiple users, each with their own set of rights for LinkMaster access. Any
user log in/log out is recorded in LinkMaster's event logging system, the EventViewer. By default,
all operations are available at all times until you decide to set privileges.

EventViewer
Included with the LinkMaster package is a stand alone event monitoring application called the
EventViewer. The EventViewer is a 32-bit Windows application that monitors and displays events
occurring on any running LinkMaster application, either remotely or locally, allowing multiple
LinkMaster systems to be monitored concurrently.

Use Case Scenarios
OPC Server to OPC Server Bridging
The most common scenario for LinkMaster is to link data between two (or more) OPC servers. As
an example, a customer might be using RSLinx for connectivity to Allen-Bradley PLCs and
Kepware's U-CON driver for connectivity to a checkweigher. In this example, the customer wants
to easily send scale data to the PLC.

OPC Server Collector or Gateway
Another interesting application for LinkMaster is functioning as a single OPC server that serves
data from multiple OPC servers. This approach demonstrates LinkMaster's capability to act as
both a client and a server. As an example, a customer might have a single OPC connection
available from an OPC client application, but have multiple OPC servers from which he or she
needs to acquire data.

OPC Server within Server Bridging
This scenario is commonly used when a customer wants to route data between two PLCs
connected to the same server. Using LinkMaster to define the tag data routing can be much
easier than creating new ladder logic in your PLCs (especially for legacy systems). As an
example, a customer might be using KEPServerEX to connect to an Allen-Bradley ControlLogix
PLC as well as a Yokogawa DX Data Recorder.

Application Support



DDE Format CF_Text and AdvancedDDE
OPC Data Access (OPC DA) Versions 1.0a and 2.0

Operating Systems








Windows 8
Windows 7 Professional/Enterprise/Ultimate
Windows Server 2012
Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2
Windows Vista Business/Enterprise/Ultimate
Windows Server 2003 SP2
Windows XP Professional SP3 or higher

System Requirements






2.0 GHz Processor
1 GB installed RAM
180 MB available disk space
Ethernet Card
Super VGA (800x600) or Higher Resolution Video

